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I mentioned Hossenfelder for the first time about three weeks ago in my last paper, and within days she
had produced the youtube video above.  You have to laugh, since she just proved my point.  I accused
her of being a hired propagandist, with me as one of her targets, and she is good enough to confirm that
in multiple ways.  We don't even have to look past her first image to find it.  We have confirmation she
is a propagandist with the Corona facemask, and we have confirmation she is targeting me (and reading
my papers immediately) by the title of her segment.  She might as well have titled the segment I don't
care about your theory of everything, Miles. 

As I have said before, all I have to do is run a small puff of air past these people and they immediately
start eating their own faces and chopping their own limbs off.   We have seen it dozens of times.  

Also note the subtitle: Better Left Unsaid.  Indeed.  But these people never seem to get that message.  
   
Hossenfelder and her lapdog Jaimungal pretend to be responding to Lisi or Weinstein or Wolfram, but
everyone knows those guys' output is nothing compared to mine.  Nor is their influence on the web or
in the mainstream.  Their papers aren't outranking Wikipedia or causing major players to lose Nobel
Prizes.  Their papers aren't causing the faked death of a Stephen Hawking impostor.  These people are
so afraid of me they can't even mention my name when responding directly to me, and I told you why
that is: they can't afford to give me any more publicity.  Their only hope is to continue to pretend I
don't exist.  

http://milesmathis.com/critics.pdf
http://milesmathis.com/weinstein.pdf
http://milesmathis.com/hawk3.pdf
http://milesmathis.com/guth.pdf
http://milesmathis.com/guth.pdf


But it isn't working, and they know that.  It isn't just Hossenfelder who is tracking my progress hour by
hour, it is many of her colleagues worldwide in physics, mathematics, and engineering, who are
desperate for the new ideas I have.  They DO care about my theories, though perhaps not my theory of
everything—since I don't have one.  But my papers are so wide-ranging and so revolutionary for so
many subfields, they are actually far better than a theory of everything.  As I have said before, we don't
need a theory of everything, we need better theories of EACH THING.  I have proved that mainstream
science is muddled across the board, not just in Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, or unification, but in
solid state, geophysical theory, light theory, optics, and even in a basic understanding of the calculus.  

The most amusing thing for me is what Hossenfelder says against theories of everything at minute
10:50:

It's certainly a problem that we see in the foundations with a lot of people who work alone or
in very small groups: it can take a really long time to get anywhere. . . it's a process where the
rich get richer and the poor never get anywhere.

Very strange aside there, and I suggest you key on it.  That's how we know Hossenfelder is a
propagandist.  Propagandists are paid to flip the truth 180 degrees and somehow get you to buy it.  But
only someone who had never heard of me or looked at my front page would buy it.  I work alone but
have nonetheless gotten further more quickly than anyone before me.  EVER.  In fact, a lot of my
critics are forced to admit that, since one of the primary arguments against me is that no one could have
done all these things I have done in the time I have done them.  I am dismissed by many as being some
sort of secret committee, formed I guess by some rogue government or military group intent on
embarrassing or testing mainstream science.   

That isn't Hossenfelder's argument, as far as I know.  I actually don't waste much time listening to her,
since I have never caught her saying anything to the point on any topic.  As you see, her argument isn't
even that deep: she is just dismissing anyone working alone or without funding, because they are
working alone or without funding—while not addressing what they have done.  That isn't science, it is
just prejudice.  It isn't even prejudice, really, since we know she is reading me and being sent into
convulsions by my work.  She must know how dangerous I am to the mainstream, which is precisely
why she agreed to join the team assigned against me.  If I continue to advance at the rate I have so far,
very soon we will see a complete collapse of the mainstream, and her rich cousins will no longer be
able to get richer that way.  That conjob, like all the others, will be done.  

That's all I have to say about Hossenfelder.  If I wasted anymore time responding to her, I would just be
falling into that trap.  No doubt they would love it if I got diverted into a long series of word-wars with
Hossenfelder or others, but it isn't going to happen.  I have better things to do.     

 


